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Abstract: C. S. Giscombe’s Giscombe Road and Nikky Finney’s Rice are arguably book-length 
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importance in each is the use of material culture—maps, encyclopedia entries, schematic 
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as supplements to her work, that is as illustrations which are intended to humanize against the 
grain of anti-Blackness; however, the materials in Giscombe’s collection are parts of a whole, 
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graphies—autobiographies that situate and map oneself in a history of ecologies.
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The intersection of eco-poetics, autobiography, and geography, in C. S. Giscombe’s 1998 Giscome 
Road and Nikky Finney’s 1995 Rice  exemplify the practice of what Diana Taylor terms repertoire, 
in her The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas , where various 
mediums provide performative archives collecting visual materials—maps, scripts, documents, and 
photographs—as well as heterogeneous discourses from lyric to historiographic. These works are 
performative in the sense that they enact the continuity and movement of Black knowledge which 
would otherwise be contained and erased by the dominant surveilling culture. Both works are 
genealogies of connections between African Americans and the ecologies of the local. 

Both collections of poems work at varying edges: in terms of production, Finney’s collection, the 
more conventional text, was published in Toronto (thus reproducing through its publishing location an 
idealized north) by Sister Vision: Black Women and Women of Color Press while Giscombe’s work 
was published by Dalkey Archive, a small, innovative press better known for its international fiction. 
The place of production occupies an edge that interrogates the seeming opposition between “innovative 
poetry” and “African American poetry.”1 The edge signals the relationship between containment and 
identity and interrogates those relationships—who is feminine, what is Blackness, what constitutes 
knowledge, history, or language, “to drive out to the edge, right out / to the mutest edge out there, 
/ the mutest edge” (Giscombe, Giscome Road  21). The porosity of the diasporic edge defines its 
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temporal and spatial elements; it radically questions periodization or spatial consignments. Finney’s 
work primarily focuses on the South Carolina low country—hence its historically and environmentally 
evocative title. Its genealogies exist near the shoreline of the Atlantic, not far from Charleston, one of 
the major ports in North America that processed African captives either directly from the continent 
or as exported from the Caribbean. Giscombe’s work probes the edges of the African diaspora in the 
Canadian Pacific northwest, hence mapping the penetration and presence of Africans across both space 
and time in the New World. Finney’s text, in its portraits of African Americans in the low country 
along the Atlantic seaboard, the area once promised by General Sherman in his field order number 15, 
to freed (thus formerly) enslaved people for settlement and reparation, presents those left behind in 
the various migrations northward, whereas Giscombe’s text performs those accumulated migrations 
enfolded in names: “—the name oar’d along / in the current & the description, / the trill marking the 
border of / the place furthest from here, / an outermost jaggedness” (Giscome Road 14). 

As both texts were originally published within several years of each other and both are 
remarkable, particularly in the late 1990s, for the inclusion of visual elements—documentation in 
the form of family photographs, maps, figures reproduced from other texts—they form a compelling 
comparison of innovative production. Finney’s inclusion of visual material is entirely that of family 
portraiture, and her poems exemplify the ekphrastic procedure of recreating a life from the visual 
artifact—the poem performs a moment in a life, usually that of a past family member. We might 
pause here to reflect the history of photography as it relates to Black Americans—on the one hand, 
photography, in its early forms, was used as a tool to prove through physical biology the inferiority 
of Blacks. The use of daguerreotypes by Louis Agassiz of the enslaved figures of Renty Taylor and 
his daughter Delia is perhaps the most infamous use of photographic archiving. Against this, Finney’s 
use of family portraiture acts to reclaim control over archives and image-making. Giscombe’s text 
reproduces non-representational visual forms: maps provide an abstracted set of knowledges, perhaps 
more finite than a portrait, but also foregrounding the processes of knowledge-making.

As book-length works, Rice and Giscome Road seek to create repertoires that, again borrowing 
from Taylor, are not only the archiving of knowledge but also the transmission of that knowledge, with 
the inflection of a re-visioning of what is included as knowledge, particularly the acknowledgment of 
the body. One could argue that the literature of the African diaspora is by necessity always and already 
archival, that its transmission is its underpinning metaphysics, against which the political economy 
of slavery (and its aftermath) asserted the simultaneous erasure and denial of African presence as 
having value beyond that of labor. The literal marginalization and imprisonment of the Black body 
is resisted through the production of the book as repertoire and archive. While one could make the 
distinction between repertoire and archive as parallel between the spoken and the written, these works 
as poems assert a collective and the need, as poems, of transmission. By thinking of these poems as 
eco-graphies, one draws together archive and repertoire within an ecology defined as both cultural and 
natural, personal and environmental.

Evie Shockley reminds us, as she writes on Ed Roberson’s poetry in Renegade Poetics , that as 
nature and culture are false dichotomies we might best consider “the unitary character of nature” 
where “racism and classism within human social settings” are reflective of “problems facing our 
ecosystems.” By re-conceptualizing them as environmental issues, they provide a “lens through 
which to see the dispersed impact of misuse of our natural (cultural) resources” (23). The work of 
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Kimberly Smith, in her African American Environmental Thought, points to the interlocking histories 
of botanical knowledge, the forced migration of humans as enslaved beings re-classified as nature (not 
as human), scientific racism, and the trans-Atlantic dispersal of botanicals as both the backdrop of 
racial hierarchies as well as the indispensability of environmentalism in Black emancipatory thought 
and culture (25-38, 61-67, 100-113). As Judith Carney and Richard Rosomoff discuss in their In the 
Shadow of Slavery , the slave ship was the “agent of botanical dispersal” (76) whereby “African seeds 
and funds of knowledge benefit the white man . . . [hence the] historical transformation of rice from an 
African-grown subsistence crop to a slave-produced plantation commodity” (77). While Finney does 
not explicitly interrogate this deep history or its ecology, she does suggest how it haunts her genealogy 
through the title of the collection. The three sections of the collection—“Heel-Toe,” “Thresh,” and 
“Winnow”—approach a sense of the socio-political overlapping the environmental and portraits of 
family and historical figures. 

The very title of the collection—Rice—performs the action of historicizing an ecological 
repertoire; the titles of the three sections more explicitly describe the repertoire of human actions 
involved in botanical, ecological knowledges. The planting of rice becomes a performance, a 
ritualized, in its repetition, dance: “To first dig with the heel / Drop seed / Then cover with the toe” 
(Finney 5). This brief poem that serves to open the first section of Rice also enacts instructions for 
planting: it is as much a transmission of cultural and agricultural knowledge as it is a representation 
of part of the cycle of growth, of seeding, literally and metaphorically the ground. Finney implies that 
her poems perform, again and again, various elements of a cultural archive which has recorded various 
forms of dispossession and, through writing, its recuperation or retrieval. The collection’s concluding 
poem “The Rice,” begins with the rhythm of walking cultivation, “Heel Toe / Heel Toe / Heel Toe” 
(186). Finney joins this work rhythm with lines she notes are from a traditional spiritual—an evocation 
of Du Bois’s culturally formative and performative sorrow songs:

Toe Heel
Heel Toe

Oh ain’t I got a right
Ain’t I got rights
To the tree of life    (187)

The spiritual was popularized by Guy Carawan, his compilations of the songs of the Gullah people 
on the Sea Islands of South Carolina, and through his involvement with the Civil Rights movement, 
particularly at the Highlander Folk School and then the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC). Joining this poem to others particularly those focused on her father such as “The Afterbirth, 
1931” and “He Never Had it Made,” Finney links the ecology of South Carolina’s low country and 
rice cultivation to the civil rights movement and her family’s involvement with some of the earliest 
civil rights cases. Her father, Ernest Finney, was chief legal counsel to the Friendship 9, who staged a 
lunch-counter sit-in at McCory’s in Rock Hill, South Carolina in 1961. 

Finney weaves together her family’s history with that of the history of enslavement and the ecology 
of plantation economies: “They went for our feet first / for what we needed most / to get ‘way’” (42). 
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The inclusive “we” conveys the process of transmission and an inclusive Black history; this ongoing 
(re)produced Black archive both is a re-memory, to use Toni Morrison’s term, or haunting, but also a 
resistant performance, hence a doubling. This doubling is not only oppositional (the descriptive and 
the resistant) but also metaphorical, for the crippling of feet, “Many a foot / was chopped / off an 
African high-grass runner” which opens the poem “Making Foots,” but also castration, which is itself 
not a figurative condition of sexual identification (or not) but also a historical reality, one associated 
in the history of enslavement and lynching. The premise of an eco-graphy, archive, or performance is 
jeopardized (always) by the threat of castration—“My papa’s feet are bad / they beat our feet around 
with billy clubs / and by our raggedy feet / had hoped to drag us all away” (Finney 43)—in that the 
reproducibility is limited if not eliminated. Castration supplants desire and power: the speaking and 
writing subject is made invisible, a phantom or memory, yet the subject, even in its haunting, persists:

If your Black foot
ever wakes you up
in the night
wanting to talk about something
aching there
under the cover
out loud
for no apparent 
reason

There is reason   (44)

Here writing—especially with poetic, metered feet—includes inscription and its severed aurality and 
includes the long, systematic prohibition of Black literacy.

Facing the poem “He Never Had It Made” is a photograph of Finney’s father Ernest as a young 
boy and one of his caregivers, who stepped in after his mother’s death: “A regular little fellow / 
whose mother never got to bathe him or watch him grow / or even gaze him from the farmhouse 
window” (121). This “plain brown paper sack boy” dressed in a tie, shirt, and sweater, peers 
from the photograph slightly up and away from us must remind us of Emmett Till’s photograph, 
dressed in a pressed shirt and tie. These two photographs—of Till and Ernest Finney—posit black 
materiality in that they refute invisibility even as they may be seen as domestic and quotidian. Both 
photographs, however, are displaced by their enveloping histories: Till’s photograph reifies the 
future photograph of his portrait with the open casket that his mother insisted upon. As Fred Moten 
writes on the aurality of the photograph, “His casket was opened, his face was shown, is seen—now 
in the photograph—and allowed to open a revelation that first is manifest in the shudder the shutter 
continues to produce, the trembling, a general disruption of the ways in which we gaze at the face 
and at the dead” (199). Finney’s photograph of her father, like Till’s, is a family photograph, and is 
taken after his mother dies of infection due to a white doctor’s drunken malpractice, described in “The 
Afterbirth, 1931”:
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Then he packed his bag and    left
with all of his official training    
and gathered up gold stars    left
the Virginia land of Cumberland county
he left and forgot
he left and didn’t remember
the afterbirth inside
Carlene Godwin Finney

left

to clabber
gangrene
close down
her place            (Finney 68)

As Finney writes out, enunciates for us, her grandmother’s full name, Finney enunciates, or sings, 
the genealogy embedded in that name. The name does not become elegy to itself, but bio/graphy. 
Sung, moaned, chanted, the name, like a photograph’s subject, reconstructs the mutilated body. The 
photograph, as Moten writes, “is the ongoing production of a performance: rupture and collision, 
augmented toward singularity, motherless child, childless mother, heartrending shriek, levee camp 
moan, grieving lean and head turn, fall, Stabat mater, turn a step, loose booty funk brush stroke down 
my cheek, yellow dog, blue train, black drive. . . . You have to keep looking at this so you can listen to 
it” (209-210).

While the performative typically describes physical movement, Taylor notes that Victor Turner 
traced the term performance to its French etymological roots, denoting “to carry out thoroughly” and 
“to complete” and then to apply this, as Du Bois did, to understanding a culture’s deepest or most 
essential characteristics (3-4). The performative, as Taylor points out, may connote speech events 
or the moment of utterance, a voicing that is ephemeral but also re-iterable and citational (4-5). The 
performative is a disclosure of embodiment, not only the making present bodily contours, but to 
“reformulate our understanding of ‘presence’” (4). The performative provides sites of embodiment; 
each site compiles a repertoire of discourses. Giscombe’s inclusion of topographical maps—showing 
the contours of a specific landscape—is an example of embodiment that is citational and ekphrastic, 
but also a visualization of mapping what has been institutionally absented:

There’s no center where
similarity would begin

nor annotated wasteland out there leaning

on the easily borrowed heart for an announcement,
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there is no-

where to go out there—  (Giscome Road 48)

The allusion to T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land with its famous notes, and the critical and disciplinary 
institutions of annotation that emerged, but were always and already part of the encyclopedic and 
panoptic project of the enlightenment, point to both the absence of a similar archive, but also that such 
an absence (or the ideological need for absence) is countervailed by the mapping of the “there—.” On 
the other side of the dash, the break, or in the break, in the very line of the typographical element of 
the dash, is to be found what has been claimed as non-existent.  

In her 2009 MLA presentation on Giscombe and Natasha Trethewey, Meta DuEwa Jones argued 
for the centrality of ekphrasis in African American poetry—what is silenced is made visual, Jones 
noted, particularly in the resistant geographies of Giscombe. His mappings, literally folded into the 
text and splicing together text, present resistant geographies or “rival geographies,” as Peter Hudson 
observes, to the “official mappings of North American space” (231). Origins cannot be mapped, 
Giscombe seems to imply, rather “Giscombe finds the origins of places, names, and place names in 
the pre-discursive moments of sound,” as Hudson writes (235), citing the opening lines of Giscombe’s 
poem: “The song’s a commotion rising in the current, almost an apparition: or the shape / rises—
obvious, river-like—in the blood (in the house that the blood made) / & goes on, is the fact of the 
‘oldest ancestor,’ in whose / name etc description itself persists on out” (Giscome Road 13). In his 
poetry, mapping becomes a form of movement or passaging: Giscombe maps the velocity of sound, 
tracing the slippage of one consonant as a signal of the diaspora’s movement across both time and 
space. Within the text maps—ranging from the hand-drawn to topographical to mapping primary roads 
and selective landmarks to cosmological maps—occupy transpositional spaces rather than sequential, 
narrative positions.  

The transpositional space that Giscombe’s mapping occupies echoes what Aldon Nielsen observes 
as a “future anterior,” wherein Blackness is always already there, “a priority and a culmination” of 
Black presence in modernity and in presenting modernity (xvi). Or, as Nielsen notes, the doubling of 
memory: “M. NourbeSe Philip suggested that memory ‘is the activity that fuels the imagining of the 
past and the remembrance of the future’” (113). This doubling, as Anthony Reed argues, extends to 
the position of identity, where “race is at once inside and outside of the text: textual, a site of conflict 
rather than a stable concept” (21). Blackness is present, yet under erasure as a sign or in the process of 
cleansing as a contaminant, as Giscombe writes in the sixth section of “The Northernmost Road”:

“Spanish” was always a euphemism, the word used
among planter families down in the Islands,
now among their descendents in Canada:
I’d wanted to drive out to the end of Giscome Rd,
out to where it hits the Yellowhead, & did so one night:
there was music on the French Service that had flamenco overtones to it,
the sketch of openings in an edge or series of edges, the rough drift
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outward, “over the edge,” no end in sight, no word for the way
music appears.     (Giscome Road 27)

As Giscombe drives to the end of Giscome Road or the limit of his genealogy he reflects on the 
erasure of Blackness in the New World, the transformation of Blackness into a euphemism, such as 
“Spanish,” thus concealing the space and presence of the Black body. The poem enacts the doubled 
diaspora—the North African influences of flamenco are subsumed into “Spanish” as are the histories 
of miscegenation in the Caribbean. To ascribe “Spanish” to describe one is to make invisible the 
histories of rape, domination, and forced migration. In her Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the 
Cartographies of Struggle , Katherine McKittrick points out that according to Edouard Glissant, “The 
poetics of landscape . . . ‘awakens’ language, offering intelligible and visible black struggles. . . . In 
a way, Glissant reconciles the black subject to geography, arguing that expressive acts, particularly 
the naming of place—regardless of expressive method and technique—is also a process of self-
assertion and humanization, a naming of inevitable black geographic presence” (xxii). Giscombe, 
as he performs the repertoire of his forbearer Robert Giscome’s archive, penetrates the interior (of 
Canada) but also racialized spaces, whether that of the slave ship or the language of miscegenation 
and domination, the imaginative spaces, those that Joseph Conrad, who appears citationally later in 
the poem, would call the “heart of darkness,” further erasing and bodying-forth Blackness. Giscombe 
propels the poem from the landscape of past racial structures to the future (already before us as the 
text) as the appearance of music.

The poem “(Northern Road)” faces the reproduction of the “Sketch of World” of the 
NLak ̇a ́pamux or the Thompson River people and thus a relation between text and a visual 
representation of the cosmos is established. The section’s title, enclosed with parenthesis, indicates 
a temporal provisionality of naming and the tension between containment and embodiment. The 
typographical element again draws attention to the visual quality of Giscombe’s text—the text is 
a visual construction parallel to the visual constructions of maps. The cosmological map forms a 
double to the earlier sketch of the Fraser River and its tributaries and watersheds (Giscome Road 15) 
and a counter-point to the city map of Prince George (25). As a series of overlays, each of the maps 
offers a particular reading—yet these readings are destabilized by Giscombe’s inclusion in the fluid 
movement of the text. “The transmission of authority,” writes Denis Wood, “is what maps are about” 
(61). Wood describes different rhetorical scales maps employ—both intrasignification [linguistic, 
topological, iconic, scalar, or tectonic] or extrasignification [thematic, utilitarian, historical]—to 
convey authority through the apparent factuality (82, 52). Wood argues that “the power of the map is, 
quite literally, a function of the power of the posting which, by embedding a fundamental, ontological 
proposition inside a locative one, leverages the power of both into a . . . [P]erformance of the real” (52). 
The transposition of maps dislocates the factuality of maps—the multiple readings of the landscape 
jeopardize the certainty or primacy of any one reading as well as suggesting the ambivalence of the 
very notion of purity of origin. Or as Giscombe writes, “the blonde Iroquois who’d arrived / at the 
mountains there at the Alberta end, the source of the road [. . .] miscegenation’s / the longest nuance, 
the longest-lasting open secret” (Giscome Road 21). The multiple mappings or orderings of the world 
underscore the ongoing condition, or as the opening line of the collection indicates, “The song’s a 
commotion rising in the current, almost an apparition: or the shape / rises—obvious, river-like—in 
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the blood” (13). The doubled movement of song rising as the current flows becomes compounded and 
simultaneously queried with the doubled “almost / or” construction, which in turn becomes a haunting, 
that Derridian return of past formations, or iterations (“obvious, river-like”).

The relationship between the “Sketch of World” and “(Northern Road)” enacts the future anterior: 
“The arrival at the edge of water / some little end of the water come to & breached / (in a stretch 
forward or as though in a gesture / from, typically, one of so many edges)” (Giscombe, Giscome 
Road 34). Here the play is explicitly between the text and the visual, each giving the other presence. 
Giscombe writes at the edge of the continent, at the edge of syntax, of time. As maps overlay each 
other as they cite a specific landscape, the inclusion of the cosmology of the NLak ̇a ́pamux rebuts 
the messianic ideology of much of colonial British Columbian history that asserted that Canada, 
and BC in particular, is a white-man’s territory. Giscombe’s inclusion of the teleological mapping of 
the NLak ̇a ́pamux suggests a common or complementary history of the First Nations peoples and 
New World Africans, to use M. NourbeSe Philip’s more inclusive term. The double mapping—the 
poem and the teleology—link the primacy of land and landscape to both the First Nation peoples and 
New World Africans: they share in a history of exploitation and dispossession of land and presence. 
McKittrick notes that “the landless black subject is, importantly, anchored to a new world grid that 
is economically, racially, and sexually normative, or, seemingly nonblack; this grid suppresses the 
possibility of black geographies by invalidating the subject’s cartographic needs, expressions, and 
knowledges” (2-3). 

Giscombe, in his resistant geography of his forebearer, John Robert Giscome, creates a putative 
archive that speaks back against the empire. Robert Giscome makes present the Black Atlantic, as 
C. S. Giscombe states in the prefatory note: Robert Giscome was born in 1831 and made his way to 
British Columbia via Panama and California. The very name Giscombe/Giscome (the slippage of the 
“b”) marks migration and landscape. “Names rise from locations,” Giscombe writes, “the metaphor 
comes from water (what water does), / is the verb for that kind of arrival, the verb for location” 
(Giscome Road 23). Landscape is made present through naming, and thus who is enjoined with power 
and presence both is the named and the one who names. By creating an eco-graphy, Giscombe locates 
himself in space. The name is location or presence, hence the idea of property or land is central to 
Africans in the New World—for to be viewed as property meant one could not hold land, rather one 
was possessed as land was possessed. The intimate connections to land fold into one’s own name: as 
an enslaved human, one is named for whom owns you. “It’s a word, combe,” Giscombe writes in Into 
and Out of  Dislocation , 

. . . that one rarely encounters in America; it’s a geographical term for a valley or a ravine but 
some definitions specify it being a hollow in the “flank of a hill,” a recalcitrance, as it were, in 
the slope. It derives from the Celtic and this name—my name—has always looked British to me 
because of that ending; lots of Britons have monikers that end with –combe and if this particular 
one, Giscombe, is a “corruption” of Gascoyne, as was suggested to my grandfather, I think that it 
was an Old World mutation. (175-176) 

Giscombe continues, “Names have always been a problem for black people in America. ‘We wear the 
names of white folks,’ Louis Farrakhan said when he spoke at Illinois State; our names bespeak the 
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tangles of American culture—miscegenation, issues of property and ownership, the peculiar violence 
of our past—in the same way our skins do” (176).

Sound, like grains of rice, travel, are in diaspora. C. S. Giscombe writes, “Of course, 
pronunciation varies, I thought as I scribbled, just like spelling does. (And a year after we came back 
I met a Cornell student, a Giscombe, whose family pronounced the name Gis-COM-bay, as though 
it were an African name like Moise Tshombe’s.)” (Into  180-181). Sound bends and is inflected with 
past sounds and genealogies. Why the Congolese Moise Tshombe? Echoing the Conradian allusions 
in the poem, Giscombe performs a further dislocation in his autobiography: the inflected sound carries 
echoes of the implicated colonial struggles for political independence and for decolonizing the mind 
to evoke Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o. The inflected sound echoes an ongoing struggle—the last section of 
Giscome Road opens with a quotation from Conrad’s Heart of Darkness— “The edge of a colossal 
jungle, so dark green as to be almost black”— and concludes with a further allusion to Conrad’s “fable 
on the river” (57, 69). Of course, it is the Conradian—or Stanley and Livingston—journeys that are 
historicized as the movement toward the interiors, regardless of their exploitative and re-classificatory 
intentions, and hence an archival lacunae or displacement into white mythography. The counter-
narrative, that of the diaspora, not oppositional, but fugitive and infilterating:

(“I’m wilderness,” I sd on Upper Fraser Rd, I was
Africa & America on the same bicycle,
“I’m books in Print,” I sd & a shout of this name coming
on in edges across the field—                (53)

Echoing Du Bois’s evocation of doubled-ness, to be both African and American, a name, a sound, or 
the slippage of a letter in or out of location become postings for maps, or signs of the contestation of 
and for Blackness.

Reflecting on the slippage of the “b” in his name, Giscombe notes that “The ‘b’ began appearing in 
the name in the 1830s, around the time of Emancipation . . . but G-I-S-C-O-M-E was . . . the original—
or more original—spelling” (Into 185). Another slippage in and out of location—or “The arrival at 
the edge of water” where “edge” defines the interface of associative readings as well as the potential 
and permeable boundaries of knowledge and knowing. The flow chart of the Fraser River forms “the 
build / of negatives & switchbacks along the same old bank / the edge of a story / the story’s same old 
edge through the new twists, almost /intestinal from all maps of it, knotted—” (Giscome Road 34). 
These lines echo, like the isobars on a topographic map, the cosmological map of the NLak ̇a ́pamux 
on the facing page, the knotted, intestinal spaces of one’s various stages of being. As the explanatory 
note accompanying this map, the NLak ̇a ́pamux names the place of these people— “that name ‘taken 
from the name of the river in the neighborhood of which they make their homes’” (35)—thus naming 
assumes a chthonic essentialism, where name and place are transpositional. Giscombe or Giscome 
becomes included in this cosmology—or Giscombe’s text enfolds and archives the earlier cosmology, 
not to neutralize it, but to allow it to be re-presented (again), where it is both within the archive but 
also holding the archive. In the text Giscombe shifts to the dynamic of jazz—“Giscome Road’s a 
real road, ‘the path made by a moving point,’ the lips of the pavement, / the centerless inflection, the 
return through the same bends wch isn’t sweet” (26). The poem becomes, in part, a meditation on the 
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production of the poem or “the path made by a moving point.” Giscombe creates a doubled, future 
anterior: the poem and the voice is both enclosed but moving, the path but also the location the path 
moves through, the name and the slippage of letters in and out of the name.

Finney and Giscombe create their respective eco-graphies in order to reify geographies that 
are informed by Black presences and expose the disavowal of Black presence in dominant forms of 
knowledge. Finney and Giscombe assemble, or access and add to, counter-archives which their work 
in the productive process of reading performs. This repertoire folds landscape and the social-political 
into one heterogenic space. Giscombe and Finney make present Black Canada—Finney through the 
original publication of Rice from a Toronto press, and Giscombe by performing the diasporic history 
of Robert Giscome in British Columbia. Giscombe importantly enfolds Canada into the colonial 
history of the New World—the colonial history that Finney’s Rice in its very title alludes, the history 
of domination, enslavement, and dispossession.

Note
1. Aldon Nielsen and Lauri Ramey’s anthologies, Every Goodbye Ain’t Gone: An Anthology of Innovative Poetry by 

African Americans  (2006) and What I Say: Innovative Poetry by Black Writers in America  (2015) for example, remap 
this apparent opposition and demonstrate the informing presence of experimental African American poetry. The historical 
exclusion of African American poets from major anthologies, including those like Ron Silliman’s In the American Tree 
(1986) or, earlier, Donald Allen’s New American Poetry  (1960) that focus on experimental work, has long been apparent; 
the restrictive focus on narrative and lyric poetry in anthologies of African American poetry has also canonized a particular 
aesthetic. Certainly the controversy over Rita Dove’s modest reshaping of the contours of 20th-century poetry in her 
2011 The Penguin Anthology of 20th Century American Poetry  demonstrated the stakes in not only the inclusion, even as 
recently as a decade ago, of Black poetry, but also the insistence on a dominant poetic idiom. 
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